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What is the TAG?
•
•
•
•

Euclid: ESA-led with NASA and Canadian contribution
LSST: DOE and NSF funded, plus international contributors
WFIRST: NASA with potential international partners

Tri-Agency: DOE/NASA/NSF
Tri-Project: Euclid/LSST/WFIRST
Meet to discuss commonalities, coordination, optimization of data, simulations, software
Three aspects to TAG:
1.
2.
3.

the agency program managers talking to each other, often as part of wider program
communication
the agencies plus project leads (what we usually mean by TAG)
the project leads gathering input from their collaborations, e.g. informal “task forces”

• Informal group started in ~2012
• Discuss coordination on these three projects, primarily for dark energy
• Other science areas are considered, but haven’t driven discussions

• Telecons every ~2 months
• Facilitates open communication about issues that affect all the projects and require joint
or coordinated efforts of the agencies

Who is the TAG (new since January in bold)
• HQ Reps
• Eric Linder and Kathy Turner (DOE)
• Dominic Benford and Eric Tollestrup (NASA)
• Nigel Sharp (NSF)

• Project Reps
•
•
•
•

Jason Rhodes (Euclid and WFIRST Project)
Steve Kahn (LSST Project)
Phil Marshall (LSST Dark Energy Science Collaboration/DESC Spokesperson)
David Spergel (WFIRST Formulation Science Working Group)

Philosophies
• The best dark energy constraints in ~2030 will come from a combination of
Euclid/LSST/WFIRST data
• The teams that are processing those data best understand the data and should be
involved in that combination
• We should maintain US leadership or co-leadership in dark energy science using
these combined data sets
• Coordinating the cadences and survey footprints can increase science output
• The optimal combination of the data sets may need to be done at the ‘pixel’
rather than ‘catalog’ level
• This requires coordination and goes beyond the scope of the projects
• This needs to be done with forethought in order to be done correctly

• Simulations of the universe are computationally intensive and should be used by
multiple groups where possible

LSST/Euclid coordination

TAG-informed activity, but done at
project level

• Requires international agreements and careful examination of data
rights
• Requires agreement of Euclid Consortium, LSST Project and LSST DESC
• In 2015, the TAG endorsed an effort at defining the scientific and
technical benefits of coordination

• Euclid Consortium, LSST DESC, LSST Project produced a joint charge that led to
an in-person meeting of key scientists in July 2016
• LSST/Euclid Synergy paper complete and under peer review

• Euclid/LSST Letter of Intent (LOI) is being drafted, completion
expected this fall; will be followed by MOU for early data sharing by
next summer

LSST/Euclid Synergy Paper

• Submitted to ApJS in August; responded to benign
referee report
• Presented to Euclid and DESC consortia, LSST project,
Euclid Board, ESA Euclid Science Team, LSST DESC
leadership- all in favor
• Provides some quantitative rigor and depth versus
previous work
• Meant to guide a future LSST/Euclid MOU

TAG-informed activity, but done at
project level
Paper covers:
1. Cosmology
A. Shape
B. Photoz
C. Object detection/deblending
D. Transients
E. High performance computing
F. Cluster masses
G. Spectroscopic training sets
2. General astrophysics
A. Clusters and dark matter
B. Solar system science
C. Internal analysis of galaxies
D. Galaxy morphology
3. Survey coordination
A. Cadence
B. Overlap

Overall focus is on pixel level, rather than catalog level coordination and survey coordination
that would not happen naturally

LSST/Euclid LOI & MOU
• Steve Kahn (LSST project) met Yannick Mellier (Euclid Consortium
lead) in September 2017
• LOI started
• Under revision in US/Europe (Rhodes is in the loop)
• Will involve Euclid Consortium Board, LSST DESC leadership, and LSST
Project
• Focus will be on data sharing for early cosmology, especially photo-z
• Full MOU on data sharing and survey coordination is expected to
follow

LSST/WFIRST Coordination (1)

TAG-informed activity, but done at
project level

• Primarily requires agency and inter-team discussions
• WFIRST data has no proprietary period; simplifies data rights issues
• First steps of coordination are cosmology-based but other science areas considered
• Strong overlap between WFIRST Science Investigation Teams and LSST science groups
• Jason Kalirai gave a WFIRST talk at LSST meeting in August

LSST/WFIRST Coordination (2)
• WFIRST (coordinated by Rhodes) contributed 3
sections (wide survey, supernova, microlensing) to
LSST observing strategy white paper
(https://arxiv.org/abs/1708.04058)
• This paper and its Github repository will be the
mechanism for for requesting new simulations of LSST
observing strategy
• Will inform future TAG activities

TAG-informed activity, but done at
project level

LSST/WFIRST Coordination (3)

TAG-informed activity, but done at
project level

Joint Processing: Recap and Status (1)

Slides from George Helou

• TAG commissioned a report on how joint pixel-level data processing
could be done in the US and what work is needed to make that
happen
• George Helou (IPAC) coordinated a report recommending a 4-stage
approach, and that the next step
be a scoping study of work needed
to fulfill joint processing (Phase 2)
• Agencies made resources available
• Work on Phase 2 started July 2017

Joint Processing: Recap and Status (2)
• Three types of tasks in Phase 2: Requirements, Algorithms, System
architecture. Based on these, effort is scoped for Phases 3 + 4
• Team has been assembled, leads/co-leads of tasks volunteered, work
organization agreed and plans made to produce report
• Note participation by DOE, NASA, NSF communities

Joint Processing: Recap and Status (3)
• Goal is to deliver final Phase 2 report to agencies by June 2019
• If Phase 3 starts in Sep 2019 and lasts 3 years, the system will be
ready in Sep 2022, just in time for LSST and Euclid first data releases
• Near-term: a comprehensive list of use cases and requirements is
targeted for end Nov 2017
• Will engage European colleagues as appropriate and when
coordination makes sense; Euclid Consortium and ESA already briefed
on this activity by Rhodes/Helou

Slides from Alina Kiessling and
Katrin Heitmann

TACS

• The Tri-Agency Tri-Project Cosmological Simulations task force (TACS) was formed in
May 2017.
• Katrin Heitmann (ANL) and Alina Kiessling (JPL) co-lead TACS.
• Representation from US and Europe, members of Euclid, WFIRST, and LSST.
TACS Membership:
• The TACS charge has 6 tasks for investigation
Nick Battaglia (Princeton, Baryons/Hydro)
Andrew Benson (Carnegie, Mock catalogs)
—Common Supercomputing Infrastructure
Tim Eifler (JPL, Analysis)
Andrew Hearin (ANL, Mock catalogs)
—Flagship Numerical Simulations
Stefan Hilbert (MPA, Probes)
Shirley Ho (LBNL, Probes)
—Simulation Suites
Zarija Lukic (LBNL, Simulations)
Michael Schneider (LLNL, Probes)
—Synthetic Sky Maps
Elena Sellentin (Geneva, Analysis)
Joachim Stadel (Zurich, Simulations)
—Systematic Effects
TACS Advisory:
—Advanced Statistical Methods
Pablo Fosalba (ICE)
Salman Habib (ANL)
• All tasks are being investigated in parallel
Rachel Mandelbaum (CMU)
Peter Nugent (LBNL)
• Bi-weekly telecons to share progress and updates
Brant Robertson (UCSC)
Romain Teyssier (Zurich)
• First task report expected in March 2018

TACS
• Common Supercomputing Infrastructure task is relevant to any science area that uses numerical simulations.
• The areas for investigation are:
1. How would a common infrastructure work? E.g. What facilities are running, analyzing, hosting and serving the
simulation data products?
2. What simulation products should be hosted and stored? What magnitude of storage will be required as a function of
time?
3. How will the data be served? Are there on-site analysis capabilities possible?
4. Which facilities could act as the data center? What are the costs associated with any necessary upgrades? What is the
annual cost to be the data center?
5. Are there common data formats that could be encouraged? How can we best enable the community to use the
simulation data (e.g. provide test software and reduced size datasets for users to become familiar with the data).

• Ideally:
— Euclid, WFIRST, and LSST will all share simulation outputs.
— NASA, DOE, and NSF facilities are utilized in the common supercomputing infrastructure

Survey Coordination
• TAG has identified possible need for third working group in ‘Survey
Coordination’
• Identification of deep fields
• Overlap regions
• Cadence

• Phil Marshall and Jason Rhodes will set this up in coming weeks
• Will focus on Euclid and WFIRST w/ LSST
• Will engage WFIRST SITs and Euclid Consortium

• Will go beyond cosmology
• Will be informed by the LSST Observing Strategy White paper

Beyond Cosmology
• TAG has been focused primarily on cosmology (DOE focus is just DE
cosmology)
• TAG, agencies, and consortia recognize that there are larger
communities
• We are making efforts to engage those communities

Conclusions
• LSST/Euclid synergy paper under peer review; will form basis of MOU
• LSST/WFIRST coordination has progressed
• TACS- progress on HPC
• Joint Processing Phase 2 progress
• Survey coordination task will be started
• Recognition that cosmology is not the only science case to benefit

